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Excavators are widely used in earth moving operations. There is a need for payload
monitoring systems on these hydraulically operating machines in order to prevent
the possible problems while transferring the material, increase the efficiency, and
obtain the product information automatically.
This research proposes a method for estimating the load weight in the excavator’s
bucket. The problem was separated to two parts as static estimation and dynamic
estimation of the load weight. The collected data is processed offline and a parameter
estimation process was performed in both of the static estimation and dynamic
estimation by using least squares estimation of parameters to predict the no load
torque values. There was a need to estimate the angular velocities and angular
accelerations from the angular position measurements in order to utilize the method
in dynamic estimation. The angular velocity measurements are used as reference to
observe the accuracy of the angular velocity estimations. The friction is neglected in
modeling throughout the work. However, the effect of the static friction is obviously
present in the collected data.
The method was tested with two different load weights in each of the static
estimation and the dynamic estimation. The results obtained showed that the static
friction plays an important role in static estimation. However, the developed method
provides accurate enough results that the error in dynamic load weight estimation is
less than 2% for high enough velocities. Finally, further improvements are suggested
in the end of this work.
Keywords: Payload estimation, excavator, hydraulic machine, hydraulic manipu-
lator, robotics, parameter estimation,least squares estimation
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1 INTRODUCTION
Excavators are essential in earth moving operations. These heavy construction
equipment are considered as hydraulic machines since the fluid power is used in
their structure to perform work. These hydraulically actuated manipulators are not
only used in construction sites, but also they are widely used in forestry, agriculture
and mining. Considering a construction site, excavators are the first candidates to
dig and move the rocks and soil from one place to another place, with the help of
trucks for removal purposes.
There is a payload capacity for each truck that should not be exceeded. Other-
wise, serious problems such as tire blowouts, suspension system failures or difficulty
in controlling the steering wheel may occur. Moreover, the truck scales are not al-
ways available to measure the gross weight of the trucks in the work sites. In order
to prevent these kind of problems and to improve the productivity and the efficiency,
payload monitoring systems are needed. It is possible to estimate the load weight
for each digging cycle of an excavator, meaning that the overall payload delivered
to trucks can be calculated cumulatively and automatically.
There are existing load weight estimation algorithms for heavy duty hydraulic
machines. For example, there are techniques proposed for wheel loaders [1, 10], mini
excavators [32], and excavators [6, 26, 35, 36].
In order to develop such weighing algorithms, the structural similarity of these
hydraulically operating machines to the serial robot manipulators has been bene-
fited. The links of an excavator, namely the boom, the stick, and the bucket operate
with the help of the hydraulic actuators. Therefore, the change in the joint angle is
described as a function of linear displacement in the hydraulic cylinders [9]. In the
light of this information, the excavators can be considered as serial robot manipu-
lators [32, 33, 34, 36]. Hence, the existing algorithms of the field of robotics can be
used in order to study the excavator dynamics.
Numerous research have been conducted in order to identify the parameters of
the robot manipulators such as the link lengths, link masses, moments of inertia,
and centers of gravity [5, 14, 16]. Also, there are studies in which the parameter
estimation for excavators has been discussed [32, 33, 34, 36, 35, 37, 38] as these
parameters are needed in developing weighing algorithms. Thus, parameter estima-
tion has been performed first, before proceeding with the load weight estimation [4,
7, 34, 36].
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1.1 The focus of this thesis
This study focuses on solving the load weight estimation problem using a Komatsu
PC138US-8 hydraulic excavator that is provided by Novatron Oy. The problem is
divided into two parts as static estimation of the load weight and dynamic estimation
of the load weight using angular position measurements of the links and pressure
readings from the hydraulic cylinders.
In the static load weight estimation part, a proposed approach that is tested on
mini excavators [34] has been utilized. The approach presents three methods based
on the difference between the torque values with and without the load for the same
stationary pose of the excavator links. The same idea of using the torque differences
is extended to the dynamic estimation with an assumption that the bucket’s center
of gravity remains unchanged with different load masses in the bucket.
In both of the static and dynamic estimations of the load weight, the torque
equations obtained using Newton-Lagrange method [33] has been used.
1.2 The structure of this thesis
The machine instrumentation and the sensors used are explained in Chapter 2.
The system dynamics is presented in Chapter 3. The static estimation of the load
weight and the dynamic estimation of the load weight and the results obtained are
discussed in detail in the Chapters 4 and 5, respectively. The conclusions are given
in the Chapter 6 and future work is stated in Chapter 7.
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2 MACHINE INSTRUMENTATION
The excavator, whose CAD model is illustrated in the Figure 2.1, is considered
as a three-revolute joint hydraulic manipulator in the vertical plane with the boom
link, the stick link and the bucket link. There are four IMU sensors located in the
cabin frame, boom linkage, stick linkage, and bucket linkage of the excavator in
order to measure the angular positions and the angular velocities of each link. In
the collected data, the boom angle is recorded with respect to cabin frame, the stick
angle is recorded with respect to the boom and the bucket angle is recorded with
respect to the stick. Moreover, there are two pressure sensors that are used in each
cylinder to measure the fluid pressures inside the cylinder chambers. That is, there
are six pressure sensors installed on the machine. All of the sensors operate at a
frequency of 200 Hz.
The Figure 2.1 shows how the joint angles θ2, θ3 and θ4 are measured for the
boom, the stick, and the bucket, respectively. Note that index 1 is reserved for the
cabin frame which is excluded from the scope of this research. The constant angles
β1, β2, β3, and β4 are used to obtain the joint variables q2 and q3. The constant
lengths from the joints to the actuator ends are labeled as L11, L12, L21, and L22
that are used to calculate the actuator lengths z2 and z3. These lengths from the
joints to the actuator ends and constant angle values are obtained from the CAD
model. The Section 3.3 describes how and why the actuator lengths and the joint
variables are calculated. The distance from the boom joint to the stick joint is a2.
Similarly, a3 represents the distance from the stick joint to the bucket joint and a4
stands for the distance between the bucket joint and the bucket tip. These linear
displacements between the joints are obtained from the data-sheet of the excavator
[15].
The Figure 2.2 is the simplest schematic of the excavator in which the boom,
the stick and the bucket is shown. Polar coordinates of center of gravities of each
link are represented with (ri, cgi). τ2 is the torque exerted in the boom joint, where
τ3 and τ4 are the torques exerted in the stick and the bucket joints, respectively.
The angular position of the stick linkage with respect to the horizontal plane is θ23
and θ23 = θ2 + θ3. In the same way, the angular position of the bucket linkage with
respect to the horizontal plane is θ234 and θ234 = θ23 + θ4 + c where the value c is
a constant offset angle that is used to obtain the position of the bucket tip with
respect to the horizontal plane. More detailed information about calculation of the
position of the bucket tip with respect to horizontal plane is provided in the Chapter
3.
4
Figure 2.1 Excavator CAD model
Figure 2.2 Excavator schematic diagram [34]
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3 SYSTEM DYNAMICS
The excavator can be considered as a planar manipulator that has 3 revolute joints
by excluding the cabin swing from the study [34] and assuming that the tiltrotator
is only a series of offsets.
The dynamic model of a manipulator described above can be expressed by the
following differential equation [4, 21, 26]:
τ = D(Θ)Θ̈ + C(Θ, Θ̇)Θ̇ +G(Θ) (3.1)
Where,
• τ is the joint torque vector,
• Θ is the vector of joint angles,
• D(Θ) is the inertia matrix,
• C(Θ, Θ̇)Θ̇ is the vector of Coriolis and centrifugal terms,
• G(Θ) is the gravity torque vector.
One strong property of the equation (3.1) is that it can be converted to following
form in the equation (3.2), which is linear in the dynamic parameters [11, 30, 34]:
τ = Y (Θ, Θ̇, Θ̈)π (3.2)
Where Y (Θ, Θ̇, Θ̈) is the matrix of functions of joint positions, velocities and
accelerations and π is the vector of dynamic parameters which are assumed to be
constant values.
Assuming that the summation of the kinetic energy and the potential energy
of the system is constant, meaning that the friction is non-existent; therefore, the
system is conservative and the cabin is stationary [33, 34], the following torque
equations (3.3) were obtained using Euler-Lagrange method:
τ4 = (Ibu +Mbur
2
4)θ̈234 +Mbua2r4[θ̈2cos(θ34 + α4) + θ̇
2
2sin(θ34 + α4)]
+Mbua3r4[θ̈23cos(θ4 + α4) + θ̇
2
23sin(θ4 + α4)] +Mbugr4cos(θ234 + α4)
τ3 = τ4 + (Ist +Mstr
2
3 +Mbua
3
2)θ̈23 +Mbua2a3(θ̈2cos(θ3) + θ̇
2
2sin(θ3))
+Mbua3r4[θ̈234(θ4 + α4)− θ̇2234sin(θ4 + α4)]
+Msta2r3[θ̈2cos(θ3 + α3) + θ̇
2
2sin(θ3 + α3)]
+Mbuga3cos(θ23) +Mstgr3cos(θ23 + α3)
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τ2 = τ3 + [Ibo +Mbor
2
2 + (Mst +Mbu)a
2
2]θ̈2
+Msta2r3[θ̈23cos(θ3 + α3)− θ̇223sin(θ3 + α3)]
+Mbua2a3(θ̈23cos(θ3)− θ̇223sin(θ3)
+Mbua2r4[θ̈234cos(θ34 + α4)− θ̇2234sin(θ34 + α4)]
+ (Mbu +Mst)ga2cos(θ2) +Mbogr2cos(θ2 + α2) (3.3)
Where Ibo, Ist, Ibu stand for the moments of inertia of the boom link, the stick
link and the bucket link, respectively. Masses of the boom link, the stick link and
the bucket link are represented with the notations Mbo, Mst, Mbu, separately. It
should be noted that the angular position of the bucket tip has to be acquired as
stated in the Chapter 2 since the position of the bucket tip is taken into account in
the equation (3.3). The following Section 3.1 describes how to obtain the angular
position of the bucket tip with respect to the ground.
3.1 Calculation of bucket tip’s angular position
In order to use the torque equations given in the equation (3.3), the angular position
of the bucket tip with respect to the stick link has to be calculated. As can be seen
in the Figure 2.1, angular position of the bucket tip is not recorded directly since
the IMU sensor of the bucket is located at the four-bar linkage of the excavator. An
offset angle, c that is also shown in the Figure 2.1, has to be added to the recorded
angular position of the bucket to acquire the angular position of the bucket tip with
respect to the stick link. The lengths describing the offset angle are illustrated by
the following Figure 3.1. Once the position of the bucket tip with respect to the
stick is obtained, the position of the bucket tip with respect to the horizontal plane
can be calculated by simply adding this quantity to the boom angular position and
the stick angular position.
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Figure 3.1 Lengths needed in mapping of angular position of the bucket tip with respect
to the ground
The distance to the bucket tip along the attached coordinate frame x-axis is
measured as -332.5 mm and the distance to the bucket tip along the attached coor-
dinate frame y-axis is measured as -1252.2 mm. Therefore, the offset angle c can be
calculated as given in the equation (3.4) below:
c = −π
2
− tan−1
(
−332.5
−1252.2
)
= −104.87° (3.4)
3.2 Force calculations using pressure data
In order to obtain the torque values given in the equation (3.3), the pressure readings
that are collected by the pressure sensors can be used. The following well-known
equation is used to obtain the net force exerted in the hydraulic cylinders [3]:
F = P1A1 − P2A2 (3.5)
Where P1 and P2 are the pressures in the chamber A and chamber B of the
hydraulic cylinder and A1 and A2 are the cross-sectional areas of the chamber A
and chamber B of the hydraulic cylinder, respectively.
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3.3 Mapping of actuator forces to joint torques
The forces generated in the hydraulic actuators are mapped to the joint torques
using the equation (3.6) below, where J is the cylinder jacobian.
τ = JT (θ)F (3.6)
Note that JT (θ) = J(θ), since the cylinder jacobians are scalar quantities for each
link. In order to obtain these cylinder Jacobians, a relation between the actuator
length and the joint angle for each link has to be constructed first. In order to
calculate the actuator lengths, the joint angles are mapped to joint variables (q).
Then, actuator lengths are calculated as functions of these joint variables using the
cosine law. Finally, the cylinder jacobians are calculated by taking the derivative of
the actuator lengths with respect to the joint angles.
3.3.1 Boom cylinder jacobian
As discussed earlier in the Chapter 2, the joint angle θ2 is measured with respect
to the cabin frame as can be seen the Figure 3.2. β1 and β2 are constant offset
angles that are used to obtain q2, which is the joint variable that is used to relate
the actuator length, z2, with the joint angle θ2. Similarly, L11 and L12 are constant
lengths from the boom joint to both ends of the hydraulic actuator. The equations
(3.7), (3.8), and (3.9) show how the boom cylinder Jacobian, Jbo, is obtained:
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Figure 3.2 Boom joint angle and joint variable
q2 = β1 + β2 + θ2 (3.7)
z2 =
√
L211 + L
2
12 − 2L11L12cos(q2) (3.8)
Jbo =
dz2
dθ2
=
L11L12sin(q2)
z2
(3.9)
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3.3.2 Stick cylinder jacobian
The stick angular position measurements are taken with respect to the distance
vector a2 between the boom joint and the stick joint, and represented by θ3, which
can be seen in the Figure 3.3. The joint variable is labeled as q3 and the actuator
length is z3. Similar to the case for the boom jacobian that is introduced in the
Section 3.3.1, β3 and β4 are constant offset angles and L21 and L22 are constant
distances from the stick joint to the both ends of the hydraulic actuator. Stick
jacobian, Jst, is obtained by following the equations (3.10), (3.11), and (3.12).
Figure 3.3 Stick joint angle and joint variable
q3 = β4 − β3 − θ3 (3.10)
z3 =
√
L221 + L
2
22 − 2L21L22cos(q3) (3.11)
Jst =
dz3
dθ3
= −L21L22sin(q3)
z3
(3.12)
It should be noted that the stick angular position is negative as the rotation is
clockwise. Therefore, increase in the stick angular position means that the actuator
length Z3 decreases. That is why a minus sign is introduced in the equation (3.12)
different than calculation of the boom jacobian.
3.3.3 Bucket cylinder jacobian
Since the IMU sensor is located on the dog bone, converting the joint angle to the
joint variable is harder compared to the boom and the stick. The bucket angular
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position measurements are taken with respect to the stick linkage and represented
by θ4, which can be seen in the Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4 Bucket joint angle and offset angles
The constant angles δ1, δ2, δ3, δ4, and α are used to obtain the joint variable q4
that is shown in the Figure 3.5. The lengths of the links forming the four bar linkage
are represented by c1, c2, c3, and c4. The imaginary diagonal lines are illustrated as
x and y.
Figure 3.5 Four bar linkage schematics
Define the following angles to construct the relation between the joint variable
q4 and the joint angle θ4:
• q4 is the angle between L3 and x.
• β51 is the angle between c1 and c4,
• β52 is the angle between c1 and c2,
• β53 is the angle between c2 and c3,
• σ1 is the angle between c2 and y,
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• σ2 is the angle between c1 and y,
• σ3 is the angle between c1 and x.
The equations (3.13) to (3.21) describe how the joint variable q4 is obtained using
the parameters c1, c2, c3, and c4 together with the bucket angular measurement θ4,
using the variables defined above.
β51 = π − θ4 − δ1 − δ2 (3.13)
y =
√
c21 + c
2
4 − 2c1c4cos(β51) (3.14)
β53 = cos
−1
(
y2 − c22 − c23
−2c2c3
)
(3.15)
σ1 = sin
−1
(
c3sin(β53)
y
)
(3.16)
σ2 = sin
−1
(
c4sin(β51)
y
)
(3.17)
β52 = σ1 + σ2 (3.18)
x =
√
c21 + c
2
2 − 2c1c2cos(β52) (3.19)
σ3 = cos
−1
(
c22 − c21 − x2
−2c1x
)
(3.20)
q4 = σ3 − α + δ1 (3.21)
After obtaining the joint variable q4, the following equations (3.22) and (3.23)
are used in order to calculate the actuator length z4 and the bucket jacobian Jbu,
respectively:
z4 =
√
L23 + x
2 − 2L3xcos(q4) (3.22)
Jbu =
dz4
dθ4
= −L3xsin(q4)
z4
(3.23)
Similar to the stick jacobian, increase in the bucket angular measurement results in
a decrease for the actuator length, z4. Therefore, a minus sign is introduced in the
equation (3.23). Once the cylinder jacobians for each link are calculated, the joint
torques can be found using the equation (3.6) above.
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4 STATIC ESTIMATION OF THE LOAD
WEIGHT
The no-load dynamic torque equations introduced in the equation (3.3) reduce to
the equation (4.1) when the machine linkages are stationary, meaning that all the
velocity and the acceleration terms are set to zero:
τ4 = Mbugr4cos(θ234 + α4)
τ3 = τ4 +Mbuga3cos(θ23) +Mstgr3cos(θ23 + α3)
τ2 = τ3 + (Mbu +Mst)ga2cos(θ2) +Mbor2cos(θ2 + α2) (4.1)
Using the well-known trigonometric identity, cos(α + β) = cos(α)cos(β) −
sin(α)sin(β), and writing the equation (4.1) in the decoupled form [34] which is
the difference between the torques of two consecutive joints, the equation (4.2) is
obtained:
τ4 = Mbugr4[cos(θ234)cos(α4)− sin(θ234)sin(α4)]
τ34 = τ3 − τ4 = Mbuga3cos(θ23) +Mstgr3[cos(θ23)cos(α3)− sin(θ23)sin(α3)]
τ23 = τ2 − τ3 = (Mbu +Mst)ga2cos(θ2) +Mbogr2[cos(θ2)cos(α2)− sin(θ2)sin(α2)]
(4.2)
The equation (4.2) can be written in the matrix form as in the equation (4.3)
below:
 τ4τ34
τ23
 = g
cos(θ234) −sin(θ234) 0 0 0 00 0 cos(θ23) −sin(θ23) 0 0
0 0 0 0 cos(θ2) −sin(θ2)


πs1
πs2
πs3
πs4
πs5
πs6

(4.3)
The equation (4.3) is in the same form as mentioned in the equation (3.2), with no
velocity or acceleration dependency, since the machine linkages are stationary. The
vector
[
πs1 πs2 πs3 πs4 πs5 πs6
]T
is called gravitational parameter vector and
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denoted as πs and defined in the equation (4.4) below:
πs =

πs1
πs2
πs3
πs4
πs5
πs6

=

Mbur4cos(α4)
Mbur4sin(α4)
Mbua3 +Mstr3cos(α3)
Mstr3sin(α3)
(Mbu +Mst)a2 +Mbor2cos(α2)
Mbor2sin(α2)

(4.4)
The method used, that is discussed in the Section 4.2, requires the knowledge of
these gravitational parameters introduced in the equation (4.4) in order to predict
the no-load torque values and to estimate the load weight in the bucket. Least
squares estimation method, that is discussed in the Section 4.3, can be used to
estimate the gravitational parameters [21, 33].
There are two unknown gravitational parameters for each torque exerted in the
joints as can be seen in the equation (4.3). Therefore, the data of at least two
different static postures of the excavator has to be acquired to estimate the gravita-
tional parameters discussed above [27, 34]. However, number of the static postures
was increased in the collected data that is discussed in the Section 4.1, in order to
compensate the undesired effects like ”measurement errors”, ”static friction”, and
”minor linkages formed by cylinders” [34].
4.1 Description of collected data
Four different data sets were collected for the static estimation of the load weight in
the bucket. The excavator was put in the same static postures with different load
weights that are listed below:
• 0 kg, i.e. empty bucket as the training data
• 0 kg, i.e. empty bucket as the test data
• 250 kg as the reference load weight
• 500 kg as the reference load weight
The number of static postures in the data sets are as follows:
• 38 different static postures in the empty bucket for training data
• 19 different static postures in the empty bucket for test data
• 37 different static postures in 250 kg data
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• 42 different static postures in 500 kg data
Angular position measurements of the boom, the stick and the bucket linkages
were recorded together with the pressure readings of the hydraulic actuators. There-
fore, there are three angular position measurements and six pressure readings in each
data set.
The training data is used to estimate the gravitational parameters and the test
data is used to measure the accuracy of no load torque values that are predicted
using the estimated gravitational parameters.
The Figure 4.1 illustrates the angular position measurements of the boom, the
stick and the bucket linkages when the bucket is empty for the training data, while
the Figure 4.2 displays the test data when the bucket is empty. Also, the Figures
4.3 and 4.4 show the angular position measurements for 250 kg load and 500 kg
load, respectively. Notice that the links are kept stationary in different positions in
the working space and the angles change at the same time while moving from one
stationary pose to the next one.
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(a) Boom Angle
(b) Stick Angle
(c) Bucket Angle
Figure 4.1 Angular position measurements of boom (a), stick (b) and bucket (c)
linkages vs time graph for empty bucket, training data with 38 different static calibration
points
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(a) Boom Angle
(b) Stick Angle
(c) Bucket Angle
Figure 4.2 Angular position measurements of boom (a), stick (b) and bucket (c)
linkages vs time graph for empty bucket, test data with 19 different static postures
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(a) Boom Angle
(b) Stick Angle
(c) Bucket Angle
Figure 4.3 Angular position measurements of boom (a), stick (b) and bucket (c)
linkages vs time graph for 250 kg data with 37 static postures
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(a) Boom Angle
(b) Stick Angle
(c) Bucket Angle
Figure 4.4 Angular position measurements of boom (a), stick (b) and bucket (c)
linkages vs time graph for 500 kg data with 42 different static postures
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4.2 Method used in static estimation of the load weight
The torque equations introduced in the Chapter 3 can also be written for the case
when the bucket is not empty. Replacing the mass of the bucket, Mbu, with Mbu+M̂ ,
where M̂ is the unknown mass of the load, in the equation (4.2) yields the following
equation (4.5):
τ4 = (Mbu + M̂)gr4cos(θ234 + α4)
τ34 = (Mbu + M̂)ga3cos(θ23) +Mstgr3cos(θ23 + α3)
τ23 = (Mbu + M̂ +Mst)ga2cos(θ2) +Mbor2cos(θ2 + α2) (4.5)
The equation (4.5) is valid for any load weight in the bucket and can be written in
the form of the equation (4.6) below [32]:
τ34L = τ34NL + M̂ga3cos(θ23)
τ23L = τ23NL + M̂ga2cos(θ2) (4.6)
Where the subscript NL represents the no-load condition and the subscript L
corresponds to the loaded bucket condition for the same static posture of the exca-
vator. Solving the equation (4.6) for M̂ results in the following equations (4.7) to
(4.9) below [32]:
M̂ =
τ34L − τ34NL
ga3cos(θ23)
(4.7)
M̂ =
τ23L − τ23NL
ga2cos(θ2)
(4.8)
M̂ =
τ24L − τ24NL
ga2cos(θ2) + ga3cos(θ23)
(4.9)
Where τ24 = τ2 − τ4.
Theoretically, the load weight in the bucket can be estimated using the difference
between τL and τNL for the same static posture of the excavator, as stated in the
equations (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9). Therefore, there are three methods that can be
used to estimate the load weight in the bucket when the links are stationary.
4.2.1 Validation of the method used
In order to make sure that the equations (4.7), (4.8), and (4.9) provide accurate
results, the torque values from the collected data were tested. Note that it is not
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Table 4.1 The results of static load weight estimation using the measured torque values
for same static postures
Reference Data Test Data Estimated Load Weight Relative Error (%)
0 kg 250 kg 243.24 kg 2.7
0 kg 500 kg 484.16 kg 3.2
easy to put the machine linkages into same posture with different load weights and
2 degrees of a threshold value is used to identify the similar poses and matching
positions from the data sets were evaluated. The results are listed in the Table 4.1.
As can be seen from the results presented in Table 4.1, the load weight in the
bucket was estimated with an error which is less than 5% for both test data. There-
fore, it can be concluded that the methods proposed in the Section 4.2 can be used
to estimate the load weight provided that the data is collected.
The usage of the equations (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9) can be extended. τNL represents
the corresponding no load torque value of a given static posture of the excavator
when the bucket is empty, as mentioned earlier. The measurement based no load
torque values, τNL, can be replaced by the predicted torque values, if the gravita-
tional parameters are known. In order to estimate the gravitational parameters,
least squares estimation method can be used.
4.3 Estimation of the gravitational parameters
Since each torque equation is described by two gravitational parameters, a multiple
linear regression problem has to be solved. The general equation of a multiple
regression model with k independent variables is given in the equation (4.10) below
[20]:
yi = β0 + β1xi1 + β2xi2 + · · ·+ βkxik + ϵi (4.10)
Where y is the dependent variable or response variable, x1 to xk are independent
variables or the regressors, and ϵ is the error. The matrix notation of the model
can be used in order to present the model in a more compact way as written in the
equation (4.11) below:
y = XB + E
22
Where,
y =

y1
y2
...
yn
 , X =

1 x11 x12 . . . x1k
1 x21 x22 . . . x2k
... ... . . .
1 xn1 xn2 . . . xnk
 , B =

β0
β1
...
βk
 , E =

ϵ1
ϵ2
...
ϵn
 (4.11)
The purpose is to find out the least-squares estimators β̂0 to β̂k that minimize
the least-squares function S(B), which is given in the equation (4.12) below in the
matrix form:
S(B) =
n∑
i=1
ϵ2i = E
TE = (y −XB)T (y −XB) (4.12)
In order to minimize the least-squares function S(B), the equation (4.13) has to be
satisfied by the estimators [20, 30]:
XTXB̂ = XTy (4.13)
Therefore, the least-squares estimator of B is given in the equation (4.14) below
[20] where the matrix (XTX)−1XT called as the ”left pseudo-inverse” of X [30]:
B̂ = (XTX)−1XTy (4.14)
Recall the equation (4.3), in which τ is the vector of response variables, Y (Θ) is
the regressor and π is the vector of parameters. Note that Y is only the function of
angular measurements in static case:
Y (Θ) = g
cos(θ234) −sin(θ234) 0 0 0 00 0 cos(θ23) −sin(θ23) 0 0
0 0 0 0 cos(θ2) −sin(θ2)

(4.15)
Hence, the gravitational parameters are given in the equation (4.16) below:
π = (Y (Θ)TY (Θ))−1Y (Θ)T τ (4.16)
The gravitational parameters are estimated using the torque values of 38 different
static postures in the training data set. The numerical values of the estimated
gravitational parameters are given in the Table 4.2 below:
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Table 4.2 Estimated gravitational parameters
Parameter Estimated Value (kgm)
πs1 189.85
πs2 318.80
πs3 2753.27
πs4 132.33
πs5 8297.89
πs6 1156.44
Note that all the estimated parameters are positive as expected.
4.4 No-load torque predictions
The purpose of learning the gravitational parameters is to predict the no load torque
values for any static configuration of the excavator. The learnt parameters are tested
on the data set. As pointed out in the Section 4.1, there are 19 different static
postures in the test data.
Since the prediction of the torques is actually a linear regression problem, it is
reasonable to calculate the relative error [31]. Therefore, mean absolute percentage
error can be used in order to measure the accuracy of the no load torque predictions.
Having n as the number of the observations, pi as the ith prediction and ai as the
actual value of the no load torque for the ith static posture, the equation (4.17)
describes how the mean absolute percentage error is calculated [8, 31, 29].
MAPE =
100
n
n∑
i=1
∣∣∣∣pi − aiai
∣∣∣∣ (4.17)
The accuracy of the torque predictions is presented in the Table 4.3 in the sense
of mean absolute percentage error.
Table 4.3 Accuracy of predicted no-load torque values
Predicted Torque MAPE
τ4 40.98%
τ34 10.25%
τ23 8.31%
In the light of the results presented in the Table 4.3, it can be seen that the best
predictions are obtained for the difference between the boom torque and the stick
torque, τ23, while the worst predictions are obtained for the bucket torque, τ4. The
possible reasons why the prediction error is the highest for the bucket torque are
listed below:
• The effect of static friction is more dominant compared to other torque values,
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• The test data of the bucket angular measurements exceeds the range of the
ones in the training data.
4.5 Load weight estimation with predicted no-load torques
After obtaining all the gravitational parameters required, it is possible to predict the
no load torque values for an arbitrary static configuration of the excavator using the
equation (4.3). As introduced in the Section 4.2, the load weight in the bucket can
be calculated by making use of the estimated no load torque value. However, the
bucket torque is predicted with a bad accuracy; therefore, it is decided to proceed
with the best prediction, that is the difference between the boom torque and the
stick torque, τ23. Hence, the equation (4.8) was selected to be used in the load
weight estimation. Note that the equation (4.8) can be written as in the equation
(4.18) below by making use of the equation (4.3):
M̂ =
τ23L − τ23NL
ga2cos(θ2)
τ23NL = gcos(θ2)πs5 − gsin(θ2)πs6
M̂ =
τ23L − gcos(θ2)πs5 + gsin(θ2)πs6
ga2cos(θ2)
(4.18)
Where a2 is the linear displacement from the boom joint to the stick joint as
stated earlier and equals to 4.6m [15]. Load weight estimation was performed using
the equation (4.18) over 37 different static postures with 250 kg in the bucket and 42
different static postures with 500 kg in the bucket. As the relative error is measured
for the accuracy of the load weight estimation, mean absolute percentage error is
used again. The results obtained are presented in the Table 4.4 below:
Table 4.4 The results of static load weight estimation using the estimated gravitational
parameters
Load Weight MAPE Standard Deviation
250 kg 13.98% 13.56%
500 kg 9.42% 6.78%
While the best result for estimation of the 250 kg load is 247.51 kg, the worst
result is 381.86 kg. In other words, the values of the absolute percentage error lie
between 0.99% and 52.74%. The best estimation result is 501.17 kg for 500 kg load
and the worst result is 703.87 kg for the same load, meaning that the value of the
absolute percentage error changes from 0.2% to 40.77%. The possible sources of the
error are listed below:
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• The level of the static friction might be different in different stationary poses of
the excavator. Taking the difference between τL and τNL does not completely
eliminate the static friction as the friction is not included in the dynamic model
and kept outside the scope of this research.
• Accuracy of estimated parameters affect the predicted no load torque values,
τNL. Increasing the number of the static calibration points and covering more
parts of the working space of the excavator in the training data set would
probably lead to more accurate estimation of gravitational parameters. Thus,
more accurate load weight estimation results are going to be obtained.
• The load in the bucket is not uniformly distributed in the bucket. The used
reference loads are concrete blocks, and the position of these loads in the bucket
might affect the accuracy of the load weight estimation since the measured
torque value with the load, τ23L , in the equation (4.18) may change due to the
deviation in the pressure readings.
In order to reduce the error in static load weight estimation, only the configura-
tions, in which the estimation results are accurate enough, should be used.
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5 DYNAMIC ESTIMATION OF THE LOAD
WEIGHT
When the machine linkages have nonzero velocity or acceleration, each torque equa-
tion can be represented by one additional dynamic parameter to the gravitational
parameters. Therefore, there are 3 dynamic parameters introduced in total, ne-
glecting the friction. Using the well-known trigonometric identities cos(α + β) =
cos(α)cos(β) − sin(α)sin(β) and sin(α + β) = sin(α)cos(β) + sin(α)cos(β), the
decoupled version of dynamic torque equations are written in the matrix form that
are introduced in the equation (3.3) and the equation (5.1) is obtained. It should
be noted that the equation (5.1) is in the form of ∆τ = Y (Θ, Θ̇, Θ̈)π as shown in
the equation (3.2).
∆τ =
 τ4τ34
τ23

3×1
=
y11 0 0 y14 y15 0 0 0 00 y22 0 y24 y25 y26 y27 0 0
0 0 y33 y34 y35 y36 y37 y38 y39

3×9

πd1
πd2
πd3
πs1
πs2
πs3
πs6
πs5
πs6

9×1
(5.1)
Where
y11 = θ̈234
y14 = a2θ̈2cos(θ34) + a2θ̇
2
2sin(θ34) + a3θ̈23cos(θ4) + a3θ̇
2
23sin(θ4) + gcos(θ234)
y15 = −a2θ̈2sin(θ34) + a2θ̇22cos(θ34)− a3θ̈23sin(θ4) + a3θ̇223cos(θ4)− gsin(θ234)
y22 = θ̈23
y24 = a3θ̈234cos(θ4)− a3θ̇2234sin(θ4)
y25 = −a3θ̇2234sin(θ4)− a3θ̇2234cos(θ4)
y26 = a2θ̈2cos(θ3) + a2θ̇
2
2sin(θ3) + gcos(θ23)
y27 = −a2θ̈2sin(θ3) + a2θ̇22cos(θ3)− gsin(θ23)
y33 = θ̈2
y34 = a2θ̈234cos(θ34)− a2θ̇2234sin(θ34)
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y35 = −a2θ̈234sin(θ34)− a2θ̇2234cos(θ34)
y36 = a2θ̈23cos(θ3)− a2θ̇223sin(θ3)
y37 = −a2θ̈23sin(θ3)− a2θ̇223cos(θ3)
y38 = gcos(θ2)
y39 = −gsin(θ2) (5.2)
It can be seen from the equation (5.1) that one dynamic parameter is introduced
for each of the dynamic torque equations as mentioned earlier. The parameter vector
π is given in the equation (5.3) below:
π =

πd1
πd2
πd3
πs1
πs2
πs3
πs6
πs5
πs6

=

Ibu +Mbur
2
4
I +Mstr
2
3 +Mbua
2
3
Ibo +Mbor
2
2 + (Mst +Mbu)a
2
2
Mbur4cos(α4)
Mbur4sin(α4)
Mbua3 +Mstr3cos(α3)
Mstr3sin(α3)
(Mbu +Mst)a2 +Mbor2cos(α2)
Mbor2sin(α2)

(5.3)
It should be noted that the regressor Y (Θ, Θ̇, Θ̈) includes angular velocity and
angular acceleration dependent terms. Since the main purpose of this research is to
use only the pressure readings and the angular position measurements in the load
weight estimation, the angular velocity and the angular acceleration values were es-
timated. Even though the collected data that is discussed in the Section 5.1 has the
velocity readings from the IMU sensors, the measured angular velocities are used
only for checking the accuracy of the estimated velocities. Due to the practical lim-
itations, the angular acceleration values could not be measured. Smoothing splines
are used in order to estimate the angular velocity and acceleration values. How the
velocity and acceleration values are estimated is discussed in detail in the Section
5.2.
The method used, that is discussed in the Section 5.3, requires the knowledge
of the dynamic parameters. Least squares estimation is used in order to estimate
the parameters given in the equation (5.3). Estimation of the dynamic parameters
is discussed in the Section 5.4.
5.1 Description of collected data
In order to present a generalized weighing algorithm that is independent from the
type of the material in the excavator’s bucket and reduce the effort needed, contact
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of the bucket with the ground is kept outside the scope of this work. Including
the interaction of the bucket with the ground would bring additional considerations,
such as the force generated by the hydraulic actuators being larger than the resistive
force that is exerted by the ground [13, 22] or the fact that the resistive force depends
on the soil type that the excavator’s bucket is in contact with [2, 13, 23]. Therefore,
the followed trajectories were generated on free space in order not to deal with the
additional problems mentioned above and to keep the weighing algorithm as simple
as possible.
In order to estimate the dynamic parameters appearing in the no load dynamic
torque equations, five data sets were collected with different velocities and accel-
erations. The start point and the end point of the followed trajectories were kept
almost the same. However, there are small discrepancies in between the start points
and the end points of the trajectories since it is not easy to obtain the same position
with different runs of the experiment. One of the five data sets was used to estimate
the dynamic parameters and the remaining four data sets were used to measure the
accuracy of the predicted no load torque values. Similar trajectories were repeated
five times with two different reference loads which are 318 kg and 618 kg. Therefore,
15 data sets were obtained in total. The recorded measurements in each data set
are as follows:
• Angular position measurements of the cabin frame, the boom, the stick and
the bucket,
• Angular velocity measurements of the boom, the stick and the bucket,
• Pressure readings of hydraulic cylinders.
Since the experiments were performed on a flat ground, the angle of the cabin
frame is considered as zero. The plots of the angular position and angular velocity
measurements are presented in the Appendix A, and Appendix B, respectively.
5.2 Estimation of angular velocities and angular accelera-
tions
The method used in dynamic estimation of the load weight, that is discussed in the
Section 5.3, and estimation of dynamic parameters require the angular velocity and
the angular acceleration values, even though there are methods studied in the past
that are allowing the parameter identification without using the joint accelerations
[11].
Polynomial smoothing splines are used in order to estimate the angular velocity
and the angular acceleration values. In order to understand how smoothing splines
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work, the definition of spline has to be understood first. A spline is a piece-wise
polynomial function of order k that is continuous and has continuous derivatives of
order 1, 2, ..., k − 1 at its knots or breakpoints. The knots are points that divide
the data to sub-intervals. The degree of the spline is k in each interval and the
consecutive polynomials match up at the knots smoothly. Furthermore, derivatives
up to k − 2 also match up at these breakpoints [24]. This property of the splines
has been used in estimation of angular velocities and accelerations.
Polynomial smoothing splines have been studied more than five decades and
found to be very beneficial for smoothing of noisy data [12, 25, 28]. As the collected
data is non-periodic, polynomial curve-fitting technique with a roughness penalty is
used in the smoothing splines methodology. Cubic smoothing splines are fitted over
the angular position data for the boom, the stick and the bucket. The roughness
penalty for a cubic smoothing spline is defined as follows [19]:
F (D2f) =
∫ max(x)
min(x)
∣∣D2f(t)∣∣2 dt (5.4)
The idea is to fit the polynomial to the data that minimizes the equation (5.4)
where min(x) and max(x) are the initial and the final time values of the data used.
As the fitted cubic smoothing splines to the angular position data of the boom,
the stick and the bucket have continuous first derivatives and second derivatives, it
is possible to obtain the estimated angular velocity and angular accelerations. The
first derivatives of the smoothing splines are the estimated angular velocities and the
second derivatives of the smoothing splines give the estimated angular acceleration
values.
Through the process of estimating the angular velocities and angular accelera-
tions, spaps [19], fnder [17], and fnval [18] functions of MATLAB has been used.
Since the angular velocity measurements exist in the collected data as stated in
the Section 5.1 for the boom, the stick and the bucket, the accuracy of the estimated
angular velocities were measured for each link. After obtaining satisfactory results
for the angular velocity predictions, the estimated angular acceleration values are
assumed to be correct. The root-mean-squared error values for velocity estimations
are given in the Table 5.1 below:
Table 5.1 Root-mean-squared error values for estimated angular velocities
Estimated Angular Velocity RMSE (deg/s)
θ̇2 0.33
θ̇23 0.35
θ̇234 0.34
The plots of angular velocity estimations and angular acceleration estimations
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are shown in the Appendix B and Appendix C, respectively.
5.3 Method used in dynamic estimation of the load weight
The dynamic estimation of the load weight was performed with an assumption that
the center of gravity of the bucket is independent from the weight of the load. In
other words, the center of gravity of the bucket remains unchanged when the load
weight in the bucket changes.
The following decoupled torque equation that is the difference between the boom
torque and the stick torque is obtained by replacing Mbu with Mbu + M̂ in the
equation (3.3), where M̂ is the unknown mass of the load in the bucket:
τ2L − τ3L = τ23L = [Ibo +Mbor22 + (Mst + (Mbu + M̂)a22)]θ̈2
+Msta2r3[θ̈23cos(θ3 + α3)− θ̇223sin(θ3 + α3)]
+ (Mbu + M̂)a2a3(θ̈23cos(θ3)− θ̇223sin(θ3)
+ (Mbu + M̂)a2r4[θ̈234cos(θ34 + α4)− θ̇2234sin(θ34 + α4)]
+ (Mbu + M̂ +Mst)ga2cos(θ2) +Mbogr2cos(θ2 + α2) (5.5)
The torque equation (5.5) can be written with the sum of no load torque and
the torque value due to the load in the bucket as in the following equation (5.6):
τ23L = τ23NL + M̂a
2
2θ̈2 + M̂a2a3(θ̈23cos(θ3)− θ̇223sin(θ3))
+ M̂r4a2θ̈234cos(θ34 + α4)− M̂r4a2θ̇2234sin(θ34 + α4) + M̂ga2cos(θ2) (5.6)
The equation (5.6) can only be written by assuming that the bucket center
of gravity is fixed for an arbitrary value for the load mass M̂ . In other words,
the center of gravity of the bucket remains unchanged when the load weight in the
bucket changes. The solution for the unknown load mass M̂ is given by the equation
(5.7):
M̂ =
τ23L − τ23NL
a22y33 + r4cos(α4)y34 + r4sin(α4)y35 + a3y36 + ga2cos(θ2)
(5.7)
Where the parameters y33, y34, y35, and y36 are given in the equation (5.2).
The equation (5.7) shows that the unknown load mass in the bucket can be
found if the torque values τ23L and τ23NL are known over the same trajectory with
the same angular velocity and angular acceleration values. It should be noted that
the polar coordinates for the center of gravity of the bucket, that are r4 and α4
are needed. It is possible to find these parameters if the parameters given in the
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equation (5.3) and the mass of the tiltrotator-bucket assembly is known. The mass
of the tiltrotator-bucket assembly is reported to be 750 kg, and how the parameters
are estimated is explained in detail in the Section 5.4.
5.4 Dynamic parameter estimation
The difference between the boom torque and the stick torque, τ23, is described
by seven different parameters as given in the equation (5.1). In addition to the
gravitational parameters, one additional dynamic parameter is included in dynamic
torque difference between the boom and the stick. Similar to the estimation of
gravitational parameters, multiple linear regression problem has to be solved in
order to find the seven parameters in discussion.
The difference between the boom torque and the stick torque is given in the
equation (5.8) below by making use of the equation (5.1):
τ23 =

θ̈2
a2θ̈234cos(θ34)− a2θ̇2234sin(θ34)
−a2θ̈234sin(θ34)− a2θ̇2234cos(θ34)
a2θ̈23cos(θ3)− a2θ̇223sin(θ3)
−a2θ̈23sin(θ3)− a2θ̇223cos(θ3)
gcos(θ2)
−gsin(θ2)

T 
Ibo +Mbor
2
2 + (Mst +Mbu)a
2
2
Mbur4cos(α4)
Mbur4sin(α4)
Mbua3 +Mstr3cos(α3)
Mstr3sin(α3)
(Mbu +Mst)a2 +Mbor2cos(α2)
Mbor2sin(α2)

(5.8)
Which obeys the linearity of the torque equations with the dynamic parameters,
that is already discussed before and given in the equation (5.9) below:
∆τ = Y (Θ, Θ̇, Θ̈)π (5.9)
Where Y (Θ, Θ̇, Θ̈) is the regressor, and π is the vector of parameters. In order
to find π, the least squares estimation method is utilized as discussed in the Section
4.3. Therefore, the parameter vector can be found as written in the equation (5.10):
π = (Y (Θ, Θ̇, Θ̈)TY (Θ, Θ̇, Θ̈))−1Y (Θ, Θ̇, Θ̈)T∆τ (5.10)
The parameter estimation is performed by using a time interval of 10 seconds, i.e.
2000 samples as the system operates at 200 Hz frequency. The estimated parameters
are presented in the Table 5.2:
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Table 5.2 Estimated values of parameters appearing in the dynamic torque difference
between the boom and the stick
Parameter Estimated Value
πd3 28827.71 kgm2
πs1 298.04 kgm
πs2 592.86 kgm
πs3 8228.37 kgm
πs4 2571.05 kgm
πs5 8927.32 kgm
πs6 1386.54 kgm
Note that all the estimated parameters are positive as expected. The discrepancy
between the results for the gravitational parameters that are presented in the Table
4.2 and the results of the dynamic identification that are given in the Table 5.2
is believed to be caused by the existence of the static friction in the estimation of
gravitational parameters that is discussed in the Section 4.3.
5.4.1 Polar coordinates of bucket’s center of gravity
If the mass of tiltrotator-bucket assembly is known, the polar coordinates of the
bucket’s center of gravity can be calculated. Recall the parameter vector of the
dynamic torque equation that gives the difference between the boom torque and the
stick torque:
π =

Ibo +Mbor
2
2 + (Mst +Mbu)a
2
2
Mbur4cos(α4)
Mbur4sin(α4)
Mbua3 +Mstr3cos(α3)
Mstr3sin(α3)
(Mbu +Mst)a2 +Mbor2cos(α2)
Mbor2sin(α2)

(5.11)
One can obtain the angle value α4 by dividing the third element of the vector π
by the second element and then taking the inverse tangent of the result as given in
the equation (5.12).
α4 = tan
−1
(
πs2
πs1
)
(5.12)
Then, the parameter r4 can be solved by using one of the following relations
given in the equation (5.13) below:
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r4 =
πs1
Mbucos(α4)
r4 =
πs2
Mbusin(α4)
(5.13)
Estimating the values for polar coordinates of bucket’s center of gravity, α4 and
r4, using the equations (5.12) and (5.13), makes it possible to estimate the load
weight by using the equation (5.7).
5.5 Validation of the method used
The method developed in the Section 5.3 was tested over three different scenarios.
As stated in the Section 5.1, the collected data consists of the information regarding
the 0 kg load, i.e. the empty bucket, 318 kg load and 618 kg load. The following
Table 5.3 shows the outcomes of the load weight estimation that is performed using
the measured torque values with and without the load in the equation (5.7).
Table 5.3 The results of dynamic load weight estimation using the measured torque
values
Reference Data Test Data Estimated Load Weight Error(%)
0 kg 318 kg 332.07 kg 4.42%
0 kg 618 kg 653.66 kg 5.77%
318 kg 618 kg 319.41 kg 6.47%
The tests are performed over 5 seconds of time intervals, i.e. 1000 samples were
used. The load weight estimation was performed for each sample that is used and
an array of estimated mass was generated. Finally, the mean value of the 1000 mass
estimations is presented as the result. The results obtained using the collected data
itself resulted in an error of 5% in average as shown in the Table 5.3, which is quite
accurate and the assumption for the fixed center of gravity of the bucket seemed to
be working. It should be noted that it is very difficult to follow the same trajectory
with the same velocity and acceleration values with a human-operated excavator.
Also, the accuracy of the predicted angular velocity and angular acceleration values
affect the result of the load weight estimation. Moreover, the friction plays a role as
a source of the error in the estimated load weight.
The usage of the equation (5.7) can be extended as done in the static load weight
estimation by replacing the measurement based no load torque values, τ23NL , with
the predicted no load torque values, ˆτ23NL . The predicted no load torque values for
the angular position, velocity and acceleration of the links when the bucket is loaded
can be found by making use of the estimated parameters that are listed in the Table
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5.2 and the equation (5.8). Therefore, the load weight can be estimated by using
the difference between the measured torque value with the load, and the predicted
no-load torque value for the same angular position, velocity and acceleration values.
5.6 No load dynamic torque predictions & accuracy
The no load torque value, τ23NL , can be predicted for any angular position, angular
velocity, and angular acceleration by using the equation (5.8) since the parameters
are estimated. Then, the corresponding no load torque value can be estimated over
any trajectory that the machine links follow when the bucket is not empty, and for
the same angular velocity and acceleration values.
As described in the Section 5.1, there are five different data sets for empty bucket
case. Remember that one of these data sets were used to estimate the parameters
that describe the no load torque difference between the boom and the stick, τ23NL .
The other four data sets were used to test the accuracy of the predicted torque
values by making use of the estimated parameters. The following Table 5.4 shows
the mean absolute percentage error of the predicted torque values and the Figure
5.1 presents a comparison between the actual torque values and the predicted torque
values when the bucket is empty.
Table 5.4 Accuracy of predicted dynamic no-load torque values
Predicted τ23NL MAPE
Data set #1 4.20%
Data set #2 5.24%
Data set #3 5.67%
Data set #4 3.85%
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Figure 5.1 Actual and predicted torque differences between the boom and the stick
5.7 Load weight estimation with predicted no-load torques
The method proposed in the Section 5.3 uses the difference between the loaded
torque values (τ23L) and no load torque values (τ23NL) of the difference between the
boom torque and the stick torque. It is possible to replace the measured no load
torque difference between the boom and the stick, τ23NL , with the predicted value,
τ̂23NL , as the estimated parameters serve well in predicting the no load torque values.
Therefore, it is possible to estimate the load weight in the bucket by calculating the
loaded torque value and predicting the corresponding no load torque value over the
same trajectory with the same angular velocity and angular acceleration values, as
represented in the equation (5.14) below:
M̂ =
τ23L − τ̂23NL
a22y33 + r4cos(α4)y34 + r4sin(α4)y35 + a3y36 + ga2cos(θ2)
(5.14)
Where the parameters y33, y34, y35, and y36 are given in the equation (5.2).
Three different scenarios were generated to test how accurate the method works
with the predicted no load torque values by making use of the estimated parameters.
These scenarios are listed below:
• Load weight estimation over five seconds of time intervals where the excava-
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tor’s links have high angular velocities e.g. 2 deg/s.
• Load weight estimation over only the dynamic parts of the data sets. In other
words, the parts of data sets in which the links of the excavator are stationary
are discarded.
• Load weight estimation by making use of all the samples in the data set.
The results of the load weight estimation for these three different scenarios are
presented in the Tables 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7, respectively.
Table 5.5 The results of dynamic load weight estimation over 5 seconds of time intervals
Test Data Estimated Load Weight Error (%)
Data set #1, 618 kg 614.22 kg 0.61%
Data set #2, 618 kg 612.39 kg 0.91%
Data set #3, 618 kg 610.89 kg 1.15%
Data set #4, 618 kg 623.53 kg 0.90%
Data set #5, 618 kg 621.33 kg 0.54%
Data set #1, 318 kg 319.24 kg 0.39%
Data set #2, 318 kg 313.99 kg 1.26%
Data set #3, 318 kg 317.19 kg 0.26%
Data set #4, 318 kg 321.68 kg 1.16%
Data set #5, 318 kg 332.69 kg 4.62%
The mean value of the error is 0.82% and the standard deviation is 0.25% for
estimation of 618 kg load. The mean value of the error is 1.54% and the standard
deviation is 1.78% for estimation of 318 kg load.
Table 5.6 The results of dynamic load weight estimation using only the dynamic parts
of the data sets
Test Data Estimated Load Weight Error (%)
Data set #1, 618 kg 630.77 kg 2.07%
Data set #2, 618 kg 642.37 kg 3.94%
Data set #3, 618 kg 621.90 kg 0.63%
Data set #4, 618 kg 606.41 kg 1.87%
Data set #5, 618 kg 612.75 kg 0.85%
Data set #1, 318 kg 336.17 kg 5.71%
Data set #2, 318 kg 310.63 kg 2.32%
Data set #3, 318 kg 310.84 kg 2.25%
Data set #4, 318 kg 349.36 kg 9.86%
Data set #5, 318 kg 323.26 kg 1.65%
The mean value of the error is 1.87% and the standard deviation is 1.31% for
estimation of 618 kg load. The mean value of the error is 4.36% and the standard
deviation is 3.47% for estimation of 318 kg load.
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Table 5.7 The results of dynamic load weight estimation using all the samples in the
data sets
Test Data Estimated Load Weight Error (%)
Data set #1, 618 kg 618.87 kg 0.14%
Data set #2, 618 kg 510.55 kg 17.39%
Data set #3, 618 kg 603.33 kg 2.37%
Data set #4, 618 kg 567.38 kg 8.19%
Data set #5, 618 kg 541.41 kg 12.39%
Data set #1, 318 kg 279.24 kg 12.19%
Data set #2, 318 kg 298.28 kg 6.20%
Data set #3, 318 kg 290.09 kg 8.78%
Data set #4, 318 kg 340.66 kg 7.13%
Data set #5, 318 kg 301.64 kg 5.15%
The mean value of the error is 8.10% and the standard deviation is 7.09% for
estimation of 618 kg load. The mean value of the error is 7.89% and the standard
deviation is 2.75% for estimation of 318 kg load.
It can be observed from the results presented in the Tables 5.5, 5.5, 5.5 that
the best results are obtained when the links have at least 2 deg/s velocity. Also,
the worst results were obtained by inclusion of stationary parts of the data to the
method proposed. The possible reasons for the error are listed below:
• The assumption that the center of gravity of the bucket is fixed is not correct.
• The accuracy of the estimated angular velocities and angular accelerations
• The friction
• Measurement errors caused by the sensors
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6 CONCLUSIONS
This thesis proposes methods for load weight estimation on excavators by using only
the angular position measurements of the excavator’s links and pressure readings
in the hydraulic cylinders. The load weight estimation problem is divided into two
cases that are the static estimation and the dynamic estimation of the load weight in
the excavator’s bucket. The static estimation is an existing approach that is tested
on a mini excavator [34]. The results obtained served as a good starting point and
the method used in static estimation is tested using two different reference load
masses that are 250 kg and 500 kg. Afterwards, the approach is extended to the dy-
namic load weight estimation with an assumption that the bucket’s center of gravity
is fixed. In order to utilize the methods in both the static estimation and dynamic
estimation, a parameter estimation problem had to be solved. Only the gravitational
parameters are estimated in the static estimation and one additional dynamic pa-
rameter is estimated in the dynamic estimation. The discrepancies resulted in the
estimation of gravitational parameters are discussed. Also, the angular velocities
and angular accelerations had to be estimated in order to make use of the method
that is proposed for the dynamic load weight estimation. A curve fitting approach
is used to estimate the angular velocities and angular accelerations by making use
of the smoothing splines on the angular position measurements. Angular velocities
and angular accelerations are estimated based on the derivatives of the piece-wise
polynomial functions that are fitted on the angular position measurements.
The method developed for the dynamic load weight estimation is tested over
two different reference load masses that are 318 kg and 618 kg. Three different
scenarios are generated and the results for each scenario are discussed in detail.
The results that are obtained showed that the dynamic load weight estimation gives
quite accurate results that are less than 2% when the excavator’s links have high
enough velocity values, e.g. at least 2 deg/s. Also, the worst results are obtained
when the data of the stationary poses of the excavator is taken into account. Finally,
the possible sources of the errors in the load weight estimation for both static and
dynamic cases are presented.
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7 FUTURE WORK
The methods proposed for static estimation and dynamic estimation of the load
weight are evaluated as an offline manner. As a further step, the methods that are
developed can be tested online on the real excavator and the results can be observed.
Collecting more data with more stationary calibration points would result in
more accurate gravitational parameter estimation; therefore, more accurate station-
ary no load torque values could be obtained. As a result, the error of the predicted
load weight in static estimation would decrease. Furthermore, the friction is not
included in this study, as stated earlier. However, there are existing research that
also model the friction and calculate the torque values accordingly. Inclusion of
a model regarding the static friction would bring a significant improvement in the
static load weight estimation.
The actual values of angular velocities and angular accelerations can be used
instead of the estimated angular velocities and the estimated angular accelerations,
since the used IMU sensors, that are developed by Novatron Oy, provide the angular
acceleration measurements. Also, the dynamic friction, or kinetic friction, can be
modeled and included in the dynamic load weight estimation. Thus, more accurate
predictions for the load weight can be obtained.
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A VISUALIZATION OF ANGULAR POSITION
MEASUREMENTS IN DYNAMIC LOAD
WEIGHT ESTIMATION
The angular position measurements and estimations from the boom, the stick and
the bucket links are plotted in this appendix for all the data sets collected for
dynamic load weight estimation. The tolerance values used in the function spaps
are 5.1× 10−4, 5.5× 10−4, and 5.2× 10−4 for the boom, the stick, and the bucket,
respectively.
A.1 Angular position graphs for data sets with empty bucket
This section provides the angular position graphs for the data sets with empty
bucket. The following Figures A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4, and A.5 represent the boom,
the stick, and the bucket angular position measurements together with the fitted
polynomials using smoothing splines as described in Section 5.2.
Figure A.1 Angular position measurements and estimations, data set 1, empty bucket
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Figure A.2 Angular position measurements and estimations, data set 2, empty bucket
Figure A.3 Angular position measurements and estimations, data set 3, empty bucket
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Figure A.4 Angular position measurements and estimations, data set 4, empty bucket
50
Figure A.5 Angular position measurements and estimations, data set 5, empty bucket
A.2 Angular position graphs for data sets with 318 kg ref-
erence load
The angular position graphs for the data sets with 318 kg reference load in the bucket
are presented in this section. The following Figures A.6, A.7, A.8, A.9, and A.10
illustrate the boom, the stick, and the bucket angular position measurements and
the estimated position values using smoothing splines as stated in Section 5.2.
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Figure A.6 Angular position measurements and estimations, data set 1, 318 kg load
Figure A.7 Angular position measurements and estimations, data set 2, 318 kg load
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Figure A.8 Angular position measurements and estimations, data set 3, 318 kg load
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Figure A.9 Angular position measurements and estimations, data set 4, 318 kg load
Figure A.10 Angular position measurements and estimations, data set 5, 318 kg load
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A.3 Angular position graphs for data sets with 618 kg ref-
erence load
This section shows the angular position graphs for the data sets with 618 kg ref-
erence load in the bucket. The following Figures A.11, A.12, A.13, A.14, and
A.15 represent the boom, the stick, and the bucket angular position measurements
together with the fitted polynomials using smoothing splines as explained in Section
5.2.
Figure A.11 Angular position measurements and estimations, data set 1, 618 kg load
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Figure A.12 Angular position measurements and estimations, data set 2, 618 kg load
Figure A.13 Angular position measurements and estimations, data set 3, 618 kg load
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Figure A.14 Angular position measurements and estimations, data set 4, 618 kg load
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Figure A.15 Angular position measurements and estimations, data set 5, 618 kg load
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B VISUALIZATION OF ANGULAR
VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS IN DYNAMIC
LOAD WEIGHT ESTIMATION
The angular velocity measurements and estimations from the boom, the stick, and
the bucket links are shown in this appendix for all the data sets collected for dynamic
load weight estimation. The tolerance values used in the function spaps are the same
with the ones used in angular position estimations.
B.1 Angular velocity graphs for data sets with empty bucket
This section provides the angular velocity graphs for the data sets with empty
bucket. The following Figures B.1, B.2, B.3, B.4, B.5 represent the boom,
the stick, and the bucket angular position measurements together with the angu-
lar velocity estimations that are obtained by using the first derivative of the fitted
polynomials on the angular position data.
Figure B.1 Angular velocity measurements and estimations, data set 1, empty bucket
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Figure B.2 Angular velocity measurements and estimations, data set 2, empty bucket
Figure B.3 Angular velocity measurements and estimations, data set 3, empty bucket
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Figure B.4 Angular velocity measurements and estimations, data set 4, empty bucket
62
Figure B.5 Angular velocity measurements and estimations, data set 5, empty bucket
B.2 Angular velocity graphs for data sets with 318 kg ref-
erence load
This section provides the angular velocity graphs for the data sets with 318 kg load.
The following Figures B.6, B.7, B.8, B.9, B.10 represent the boom, the stick,
and the bucket angular position measurements together with the angular velocity
estimations that are obtained by making use of the fitted polynomials on the angular
position data.
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Figure B.6 Angular velocity measurements and estimations, data set 1, 318 kg load
Figure B.7 Angular velocity measurements and estimations, data set 2, 318 kg load
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Figure B.8 Angular velocity measurements and estimations, data set 3, 318 kg load
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Figure B.9 Angular velocity measurements and estimations, data set 4, 318 kg load
Figure B.10 Angular velocity measurements and estimations, data set 5, 318 kg load
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B.3 Angular velocity graphs for data sets with 618 kg ref-
erence load
This section provides the angular velocity graphs for the data sets with 618 kg load.
The following Figures B.11, B.12, B.13, B.14, B.15 represent the boom, the stick,
and the bucket angular position measurements together with the angular velocity
estimations that are obtained by using the first derivative of the fitted polynomials
on the angular position data.
Figure B.11 Angular velocity measurements and estimations, data set 1, 618 kg load
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Figure B.12 Angular velocity measurements and estimations, data set 2, 618 kg load
Figure B.13 Angular velocity measurements and estimations, data set 3, 618 kg load
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Figure B.14 Angular velocity measurements and estimations, data set 4, 618 kg load
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Figure B.15 Angular velocity measurements and estimations, data set 5, 618 kg load
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C VISUALIZATION OF ANGULAR
ACCELERATION ESTIMATIONS FOR
DYNAMIC LOAD WEIGHT ESTIMATION
The angular acceleration estimations for the boom, the stick, and the bucket links
are plotted in this appendix for all the data sets collected for dynamic load weight
estimation.
C.1 Angular acceleration graphs for data sets with empty
bucket
This section provides the angular acceleration graphs for the data sets with empty
bucket. The following Figures C.1, C.2, C.3, C.4, C.5 illustrate the estimated
angular acceleration values.
Figure C.1 Angular acceleration estimations, data set 1, empty bucket
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Figure C.2 Angular acceleration estimations, data set 2, empty bucket
Figure C.3 Angular acceleration estimations, data set 3, empty bucket
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Figure C.4 Angular acceleration estimations, data set 4, empty bucket
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Figure C.5 Angular acceleration estimations, data set 5, empty bucket
C.2 Angular acceleration graphs for data sets with 318 kg
reference load
This section provides the angular acceleration graphs for the data sets with 318 kg
load. The following Figures C.6, C.7, C.8, C.9, C.10 illustrate the estimated
angular acceleration values.
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Figure C.6 Angular acceleration estimations, data set 1, 318 kg load
Figure C.7 Angular acceleration estimations, data set 2, 318 kg load
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Figure C.8 Angular acceleration estimations, data set 3, 318 kg load
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Figure C.9 Angular acceleration estimations, data set 4, 318 kg load
Figure C.10 Angular acceleration estimations, data set 5, 318 kg load
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C.3 Angular acceleration graphs for data sets with 618 kg
reference load
This section provides the angular acceleration graphs for the data sets with 618 kg
load. The following Figures C.11, C.12, C.13, C.14, C.15 visualize the estimated
angular acceleration values.
Figure C.11 Angular acceleration estimations, data set 1, 618 kg load
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Figure C.12 Angular acceleration estimations, data set 2, 618 kg load
Figure C.13 Angular acceleration estimations, data set 3, 618 kg load
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Figure C.14 Angular acceleration estimations, data set 4, 618 kg load
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Figure C.15 Angular acceleration estimations, data set 5, 618 kg load
